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Abstract

The incidence of dry or wet day sequences has a great influence on crops management and

development. The lack of spatialized observed data with appropriate temporal resolution to

investigate the changes that has occurred during the last century regarding the length and

frequencies of those sequences has led to reliance on reanalysis products. However, the

question can be raised about the suitability of those products when evaluating such climate

indices and their impacts on crop production. Different products are here investigated to

evaluate how the succession of dry and wet days are depicted in Sweden. Results show

that reanalysis product tends to overestimate the number of wet days and wet periods and

underestimate dry periods. We also showed clearly that the frequency and intensity of dry

and wet spells returned can differ widely between products. For instance, number of dry

spell events can range from 1 to 11 over the same decade for two different products. This

paper does not aim to classify the RPs regarding their goodness or efficiency but try to high-

lights the divergence between them in representation of spells which could generate sub-

stantial differences in climate impact analysis in agricultural modeling.

Introduction

Variations in crop yield at global and European scale have been shown to be strongly influ-

enced by climate variability [1–3], and the frequency of extreme weather events, such as heat-

waves, droughts and floods, is increasing [4–6]. This raises urgent food security concerns

about crop yields and food production at local and global scale. A major challenge in research

assessing weather impacts on crop yields is to use of spatially distributed datasets covering

long periods with enough precision on local events, because local crops processes are influ-

enced by short-duration weather conditions [7]. For instance, agricultural water management

need to be conducted on a daily basis and cannot be driven by seasonal parameters for effective

mitigation of dry or wet spells for optimal crop production. In recent decades perceptions in

Northern Europe have shifted from agriculture being likely to experience overall positive

effects of climate change, with wetter and warmer weather promoting crop growth [8], to
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extreme daily weather events damaging crop production [9]. With overall wetter weather

appearing increasingly likely in the Nordic region [10], the impacts on agriculture may be

complex [11]. Precipitation increases mainly outside the cropping season and altered rainfall

frequency-intensity pattern within the cropping season are expected to increase the incidence

of water deficits [12] and excess saturation, negatively affecting crop production [9]. Investi-

gating the links between climate variability, extreme weather, and crop production locally is

limited by poor availability of long-term meteorological datasets with high temporal resolu-

tion, as few synoptic weather stations offer the necessary >30 years of continuous daily data

[13]. In Sweden, for example, the automatic network providing such data (>90% continuous)

has only operated since 1995 [14]. Lack of observed data with appropriate temporal resolution

has led to heavy reliance on reanalysis products (RPs), such as ERA5 [15] in Europe or

MERRA [16] in the US, in research on historical occurrence and impacts of extreme weather.

However, questions can be raised about the suitability of RPs when evaluating climate impacts

on crop yield, since these evaluations of those products are conducted on annual to monthly

basis or concerning isolated daily extreme events [15–18]. However, dry and wet spells during

the growing season are as important as daily extreme or monthly indicators for crop yields.

The incidence of dry and wet days influences the quantity and quality of the harvested crop

[19], and the irrigation/drainage strategy needed to mitigate weather effects. If a large panel of

environmental parameters (e.g. soil type, presence of shallow aquifers) can prevent a meteoro-

logical drought to be translated into an agricultural drought, meteorological event such as dry

spells are however a prerequisite to trigger agricultural water deficit and impact harvest. In

addition, the increase of global temperature and the evaporative demand will accelerate the

translation from meteorological to agricultural drought. If the number of rainy days and the

succession of dry and wet periods (“period” taken here in an ago-hydrological context, i.e. a

period of few days) can impact the crop production, divergence between RPs regarding those

climatic criterions may therefore influence the analysis of those impacts at local and regional

scale. The objective of this study is to highlight the discrepancy that may exist in between dif-

ferent RPs when considering agro-climatic indicators and highlight the potential risk existing

into using different RPs to perform analysis regarding meteorological event which could

potentially trigger agricultural events by domino effect. In a first step, a study case is taken

here as an illustration of the existing discrepancies: data from four RPs are compared to three

weather stations located close to long term instrumented agricultural areas. In a second step,

to upscale this consideration and illustrate the exiting divergence at larger scale, a comparison

of dry spells occurrence from the four RPs are conducted over the entire southern Sweden.

Materials and methods

Four gridded reanalysis products are compared in this study: MESAN [20] (Resolution 5-km,

availability 1979–2013), NASApower (Resolution 0.5˚, availability 1990-present, derived from

MERRA-2 [16]), Ag-ERA5 (Resolution 0.1˚, availability 1979–2018, derived from ERA5 [15]),

and UERRA-HARMONIE [18] (Resolution 11-km, availability 1961–2018). NASApower was

downloaded from the dedicated web platform (https://power.larc.nasa.gov/), Ag-ERA5 was

downloaded from the Copernicus Climate data store (https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/), and

MESAN was provided by the Swedish Hydrological and Meteorological Institute (SMHI)

(https://www.smhi.se/data/oppna-data/meteorologiska-data/analysmodell-mesan-1.30445).

All three datasets were used in their native format. The last product—UERRA-HARMONIE–

were issuing from the UERRA project which produce daily precipitation data from 6am to

6am. To adjust to agro-hydrological standard and for comparison with the other RPs, the ver-

sion used was a reprocessed dataset with daily precipitation summed from 00.00–24.00h kindly
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provided by SMHI, which manages the UERRA project. Data from each dataset were extracted

using the CDO package of the Max Planck Institute [21]. Overlapping grid cells from each

dataset was compared with observed data from three SMHI meteorological stations (Fig 1 and

Table 1).

The period of comparison (1990–2000) was chosen as a the only 10-years period with no

missing data in any of the dataset. The evaluation has been focused on data for the period

April 1st to September 30th, which corresponds to the theoretical crop season in Sweden.

In a first step, all four RPs have been compared to the weather stations, at daily and monthly

time step for traditional climatic parameter: maximum and minimum temperature as well as

total precipitation. This first assessment can be seen as what is commonly done to assess the

Fig 1. Location of the three study sites (base map from [22]).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000063.g001
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ability of RPs product to describe local climate conditions. After this first analysis, our investi-

gation focus on more specifics agro-hydrological parameters. Three different indicators have

been chosen in this study: number of “rainy days”, “wet spells” and “dry spells”. Rainy days

have been defined as days where the precipitation is above or equal to 1mm. This limit is also

used to characterize dry and wet spells based on the widely used definition of spells as a periods

of at least five consecutive days with precipitation lower and higher or equal to 1 mm, respec-

tively [24]. For each parameters and each time steps, four different metrics are calculated over

the entire 10 years period: Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient, percent bias, roots mean

square error and coefficient of determination (Table 2).

Subsequently to this local analysis, a spatial comparison was made of dry spells sequences

from the 4 RPs investigated. MESAN is taken as a reference and compared to the three others

products to evaluated their divergence. For this analysis, three subcategories of dry spells are

considered: spells of 5 to 9 days, spells of 10 to 14 days and spells of at least 15 days. This last

analysis aims to upscale the comparison and investigate if the discrepancy observed locally

between products can be seen at regional level. Data manipulation, comparison, statistics,

were produced using R studio (Table 2).

Results and discussion

We used simple local examples in a preliminary attempt to assess the challenge of discrepan-

cies between RPs. We compared four RPs against observations from weather stations near

long-term agricultural trials in southern Sweden. In a first step we compared the values for

precipitation and temperature at monthly and daily time steps (Table 3). Observed and RP-

derived minimum (Tmin) and maximum (Tmax) temperature showed relatively strong correla-

tions for both daily and monthly values, with CCC >0.95, R2>0.95, RMSE<2 for monthly val-

ues and CCC>0.87, R2>0.77, RMSE<2.5 for daily values. Regarding the Pbias, which are

identical for monthly and daily series, two sites (Vreta Kloster and Ängelholm) return a bias

lower than 10% and only at the site of Ultuna is found a bias values between 10% and 20%.

The scores for the different metrics calculated on precipitation series are slightly lower than

Table 1. Location name, coordinate and elevation of the three meteorological station compared to RPs products.

Data have been downloaded from the LantMet database of the Swedish university of agricultural sciences [23].

Location name and references Coordinate Altitude (m)

Ultuna 59.82; 17.65 36

Vreta kloster 58.48; 15.51 54

Ängelholm 56.30; 12.86 20

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000063.t001

Table 2. R package and formula for each metrics. (O = observation and R = reanalysis).

Metrics Formula Range R package
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https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000063.t002
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Table 3. Metrics for daily and monthly precipitation and temperature for each of the three sites over the 1990–2000 decade.

PcP Tmax Tmin

Daily Monthly Daily Monthly Daily Monthly

Ultuna

R2 MESAN 0.89 0.95 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.99

NASA Power 0.39 0.77 0.94 0.98 0.85 0.97

UERRA HARMONIE 0.37 0.63 0.94 0.99 0.90 0.98

AgERA5 0.40 0.77 0.96 0.99 0.86 0.97

RMSE MESAN 1.34 8.53 0.58 0.18 1.32 0.83

NASA Power 3.67 24.96 2.04 1.58 2.40 1.48

UERRA HARMONIE 3.65 31.32 1.53 0.68 1.93 1.10

AgERA5 3.27 18.38 1.44 0.87 2.26 1.35

Pbias MESAN 7.40 7.40 -0.20 -0.20 11.10 11.10

NASA Power 34.40 34.40 -7.90 -7.90 18.30 18.40

UERRA HARMONIE 36.90 36.90 -2.50 -2.50 11.60 11.60

AgERA5 18.10 18.10 -4.40 -4.40 15.60 15.60

CCC MESAN 0.94 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.98

NASA Power 0.61 0.77 0.94 0.95 0.90 0.94

UERRA HARMONIE 0.60 0.68 0.97 0.99 0.94 0.97

AgERA5 0.63 0.84 0.97 0.98 0.91 0.95

Vreta Kloster

R2 MESAN 0.18 0.46 0.80 0.96 0.79 0.95

NASA Power 0.34 0.50 0.78 0.96 0.81 0.95

UERRA HARMONIE 0.06 0.43 0.77 0.96 0.80 0.95

AgERA5 0.33 0.52 0.79 0.96 0.82 0.96

RMSE MESAN 4.29 26.70 2.88 1.36 2.38 1.15

NASA Power 4.07 32.18 2.78 1.04 2.20 0.94

UERRA HARMONIE 5.40 32.56 2.94 1.06 2.40 1.13

AgERA5 3.69 23.89 2.73 0.98 2.14 0.94

Pbias MESAN -7.80 -7.80 6.20 6.20 -8.30 -8.30

NASA Power 26.70 26.70 -2.30 -2.30 -1.70 -1.70

UERRA HARMONIE 24.10 24.10 2.60 2.60 -7.10 -7.10

AgERA5 6.60 6.60 1.30 1.30 3.40 3.40

CCC MESAN 0.42 0.67 0.88 0.96 0.88 0.96

NASA Power 0.57 0.63 0.88 0.97 0.90 0.98

UERRA HARMONIE 0.25 0.59 0.87 0.97 0.89 0.97

AgERA5 0.57 0.72 0.89 0.98 0.91 0.98

Ångelholm

R2 MESAN 0.78 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99

NASA Power 0.45 0.70 0.91 0.97 0.83 0.97

UERRA HARMONIE 0.34 0.65 0.92 0.97 0.90 0.97

AgERA5 0.51 0.73 0.95 0.99 0.88 0.98

RMSE MESAN 2.37 7.50 0.99 0.86 0.71 0.25

NASA Power 3.79 23.67 1.99 1.42 1.93 0.89

UERRA HARMONIE 4.35 29.14 1.60 0.76 1.52 0.82

AgERA5 3.67 29.32 1.25 0.57 1.62 0.75

(Continued)
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the score obtained for temperature. For monthly precipitations, the CCC and R remain quite

acceptable with a value >0.6. The only exception is the site of Vreta Kloster where the R2 falls

between 0.43 and 0.52. The RMSE falls between 15 and 30 mm for most of the case, however,

the error is lower for MESAN for at least 2 sites (Ultuna and Ängelholm). The daily precipita-

tion metrics are substantially lower than the values obtained for daily temperature. If the CCC

remain mainly higher than 0.6 for 2 sites, the R2 in particular falls under 0.5 for most of the site

and the RP, with here again an exception for MESAN which return quite acceptable values for

daily precipitation for the 2 sites of Ultuna and Ängelholm. The better performances at the

studied sites of the MESAN reanalysis can be seen also when considering the Pbias values for

daily precipitation. MESAN return a bias lower than 10% in every case when all the others RP

seems to be 15 to 30% biased.

The lower agreement seen for daily precipitation is consistent with the inherent characteris-

tics of precipitation as a more stochastic parameter, with higher variation in time and space

than temperature. This preliminary analysis showed good representativeness of RPs in depict-

ing the general climate at the local field site, especially on monthly time steps for precipitation.

If our local climates seem to be substantially well depicted, the aim of this study was to eval-

uate how RPs capture the incidence, distribution, and accumulated duration of wet and dry

days, in order to assess the potential impact on agricultural water management and crop devel-

opment further analysis and modeling. The four RPs were used to depict the number of rainy

days (� 1 mm) during the 10 cropping seasons at the study sites, as well as the number of wet

and dry spell respectively succession of at least 5 days above or under this 1mm threshold.

Every time, the same metrics as previously have been calculated (Table 4).

The number of rainy days per cropping season are inconsistently represented by RPs. For

the site of Vreta Kloster and all RPs, R2 and CCC show unsatisfactory values. For both of the

other sites, R2 are slightly better, but the values of CCC, which encompass also the bias, are

mostly under 0.5 too. Similarly, to the previous analysis from Table 3, a substantial difference

can be seen for CCC values from MESAN compared to the other RPs with a score of about 0.7

for Ultuna and Ängelholm. For the thee site, the RMSE and the Pbias are quite substantial for

the representation of rainy days, with again, a better performance for MESAN, particularly

regarding the error. In most of the case (i.e. except MESAN and AgER5 at VretaKloster), the

values of Pbias indicate a clear overestimation of rainy days per cropping season.

If, despite this substantial bias, the reproduction of rainy days could still be considered as

acceptable for at least the MESAN product at two different sites, the scores for wet spells are

even lower. Among the three sites and the 4 RPs, only one R2 (NASApower at Ultuna) and one

CCC (NasaPower at VretaKloster) are higher than 0.5. The percent bias in most of the case are

quite substantial, showing a large difference of events between observation and reanalysis

Table 3. (Continued)

PcP Tmax Tmin

Daily Monthly Daily Monthly Daily Monthly

Pbias MESAN 7.10 7.10 4.80 4.80 -0.10 -0.10

NASA Power 14.60 14.60 -7.20 -7.20 5.00 5.00

UERRA HARMONIE 25.40 25.40 1.80 1.80 -5.20 -5.20

AgERA5 30.60 30.60 -2.60 -2.60 -4.30 -4.30

CCC MESAN 0.88 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.99 0.99

NASA Power 0.66 0.81 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.97

UERRA HARMONIE 0.57 0.74 0.95 0.98 0.95 0.98

AgERA5 0.71 0.77 0.97 0.99 0.94 0.98

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000063.t003
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compared to the total number of event. For instance, NASApower at Ultuna returns 43 wet

spells when the observed dataset only 5 over the decade, resulting in a Pbias values of 760%.

This overestimation of wet spells is quite consistent with the excess number of rainy days iden-

tified previously. The performance of RPs to depict the succession of at least five dry days is

somehow similar to the performances for rainy days. The MESAN product seems to be the

only one to have reasonable scores for all metrics for at least two sites. At Vreta Kloster, it is

the NASApower product which return metrics close to acceptable when all others RPs fail to

give a reliable estimation of dry spells over the decade. Constantly with the overestimation of

rainy days, bias for dry spells is mostly negative.

From this comparison between our observed data at study sites and the different RPs, it

appears that rainy days and wet spells are mostly overestimated when dry spells are underesti-

mated. In addition, the performances are different at each location considering each RP:

MESAN seems to perform better at Ultuna and Ängelholm sites when the NASApower is the

better RP for the site of Vreta Kloster. Metrics in Tables 3 and 4 represent however only three

grid cells of each RP, but this local agro-climatic approach is necessary to investigate climate

impacts on crop development and yield (quantity and quality). Our final task was to estimate,

at larger scale, the difference which could be induced by the choice of a RP. Scaling up the anal-

ysis to territory level using classical weather station is generally impossible, as lack of spatia-

lized observed data is the reason for using RPs. We assessed the difference between RPs by

comparing them for the study region, i.e., the agriculture-dominated region of southern Swe-

den. MESAN was taken as a reference, based on its slightly better performances at our local

sites (Tables 3 and 4). This reference has been compared to each of the other RPs (NASA-

power, HARMONIE-UERRA and AgERA5 and the difference in number of dry spells and in

percentage of variation reported on a map. (Fig 2). In order to analyses also the potential diver-

gence between events of different intensity, dry spells have been considered here in three sub-

categories: 5 to 9 days, 10 to 14 days, and more than 14 days.

The first point to be noted in Fig 2 is the spatial heterogeneity: the divergence between two

RPs can be substantially negative at some locations and positive at others. The number of cells

Table 4. Metrics for rainy days, wet and dry spells for each of the three sites over the 1990–2000 decade.

Rainy days Wet Spells Dry Spells Rainy days Wet Spells Dry Spells Rainy days Wet Spells Dry Spells

Utluna Vreta Kloster Ångelholm

R2 MESAN 0.79 0.27 0.60 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.75 0.01 0.58

NASA Power 0.68 0.66 0.47 0.15 0.42 0.40 0.51 0.16 0.32

UERRA HARMONIE 0.81 0.35 0.42 0.30 0.01 0.03 0.57 0.45 0.16

AgERA5 0.78 0.15 0.37 0.27 0.47 0.07 0.49 0.29 0.51

RMSE MESAN 7.64 1.17 1.51 19.48 3.16 2.89 6.48 1.68 1.24

NASA Power 25.78 4.16 2.58 12.62 1.57 2.09 24.27 3.54 2.56

UERRA HARMONIE 27.49 3.33 2.91 8.58 2.43 2.50 20.83 3.52 2.32

AgERA5 19.62 2.52 2.35 10.10 1.54 2.04 24.86 3.49 2.76

Pbias MESAN 12.5 180 -8.5 -22.8 -58.5 9.2 9.4 68 -5.3

NASA Power 49.4 760 -19.8 8.3 17.1 -13.8 41.5 190 -19.1

UERRA HARMONIE 54.3 640 -25.5 1.8 -22.0 -3.4 35.4 179 -9.6

AgERA5 38.7 480 -16.0 -6.7 -19.5 -2.3 42.6 190 -27.7

CCC MESAN 0.71 0.33 0.71 0.05 -0.09 -0.08 0.69 0.04 0.72

NASA Power 0.22 0.15 0.47 0.31 0.59 0.55 0.15 0.08 0.37

UERRA HARMONIE 0.19 0.12 0.35 0.54 0.10 0.18 0.20 0.19 0.33

AgERA5 0.25 0.10 0.46 0.45 0.57 0.23 0.14 0.11 0.35

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000063.t004
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where the difference between MESAN and the other RPs is lower or equal to five events during

the decade were only oscillating around the average value. For dry spells lasting 5–9 days HAR-

MONIE diverge of less than 5 events with MESAN for 38% of the cells, AgERA5 51% and

NASApower 33%. Scores are a bit better for dry spells lasting 10–14 days with respectively

61%, 65% and 51% but decrease again when considering spells of at least 15 days with 43%,

64% and 43%. Those differences in number of events can in addition represent a very substan-

tial difference in percentage between the representation of two RP for the same location. For

the cells where the percentage bias is maximum for each of the RP regarding dry spell of at

least 15 days, HARMONIE and AgERA5 returned only one event, NASApower returned two,

while MESAN returned respectively 11, 25 and 22 events over the decade. Yet, those type of

relatively long dry events can have a substantial impact on agricultural practices.

Reanalysis products offer a useful solution to the problem of lack of spatialized observed

weather data and are very often used in crop modeling studies [1,3,9,26]. Typical approaches

used to validate them are usually considering spatial and temporal large scale factors [15–18].

The ability to describe local monthly climate of all RPs product used here has been confirmed

as shown here. However, those scale, as well as the descriptive climatic parameters used to

make those assessments may hide some bias on important climatic events of first interest for

agro-hydrological research. the bias of dry and wet day sequences highlighted in this paper is

coherent with the main objective of RPs which is primarily to characterize the climate at larger

temporal and spatial scale. Their usage for agricultural modeling is then adapted to evaluate

the interaction between crop production and climate variable at national or regional scale if

related to temperature (e.g. [27,28]). However, as illustrated here, those products should be

carefully used for assessing climate impacts on more reduced scale especially if the aim is to

investigate links between crop production and dry and wet multi-daily periods. As highlighted

in Fig 2, a substantial discrepancy between the different products is existing. Very few studies

so far have indeed evaluated how reanalysis product represent the successions of dry and wet

periods. Among the few, Golian et Al. [29] have conducted a similar study comparing RPs and

remote sensing products to evaluate the representation of drought. Their conclusions are simi-

lar to the present study, stressing a substantial impact of the precipitation product on the

drought analysis. Some other studies have been conducted to evaluate for instance if RPs

where producing credible seasonal drought indexes which does not allow to estimate the valid-

ity of the occurrence of short dry period (e.g. [30]). One recent publication which could be

related to the present study is an investigation on how RPs can capture the occurrence of

heavy precipitation cluster across Europe [31]. This latter study concludes on the overall ability

of RPs to capture heavy precipitation clustering, but still use a 7 days moving average to char-

acterized a heavy precipitation phenomenon. In addition, it also highlights a consistent area of

overestimation over northern Europe, which is in line with our finding of overestimation of

wet days and wet spells. One possible factor responsible for the overestimation of rainy days

and wet periods, and underestimation of dry periods highlighted here and by the previous

mentioned study could be the horizontal resolution of the product. It seems to be supported

by the overall best result of the MESAN product (finer resolution). However, at Vreta Kloster

study site, the NASApower product, which has a substantially larger resolution than all the

other products, performs better, showing that this question is more complicated than just hori-

zontal resolution of the RP. Another factor which should be taken into consideration is the

Fig 2. Difference in number of dry spells (top three rows) and corresponding percentage difference (lower three

rows) between the MESAN and the three others reanalysis products for southern Sweden, 1990–2000.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000063.g002
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scale at which are developed the product (from sub continental to global), which have an

impact on the density of local data used to generate the reanalysis.

Conclusion

The study presented in this paper showed clearly that the frequency and intensity of dry and

wet spells returned can differ widely between RPs. For our three sites, it appears overall that

RPs overestimate the number of rainy days and therefore wet spells but underestimate dry

spells. A noteworthy finding here was for also the substantial divergence regarding long dry

spells (>15 days), i.e., Meteorological events that are likely to increase the risk of agricultural

drought, and imply yield and food security implications at local or even regional level. When

RP data are used in agricultural models, this divergence in representation of dry and wet spells

can generate substantial differences in impact analysis of crop yields and quality. There are

also implications for strategies and investments in agricultural water management (drainage

and irrigation), as system design, precision, and cost-benefit must be conducted at high spatial

and temporal resolution in order to be meaningful for local farmers and beneficiaries. Our

findings indicate that agro-hydrologists and agro-meteorologists need to exercise caution

when choosing climate RPs for agricultural research. This paper focus only on the occurrence

of dry and wet days i.e. meteorological events that can potentially trigger agricultural events.

The importance of a good representation of those dry and wet meteorological periods in agro-

nomical studies are becoming more and more important if we consider also the global temper-

ature rise—so evaporative fluxes—which could cause faster transfer from meteorological event

to agricultural event.

Representation of meteorological events resulting in dry and wet spells, which is not gener-

ally considered when evaluating RP quality, is a future challenge for agro-climatic research.

The scientific community should work to improve representations of important agro-climatic

features, in particular the distribution of wet and dry spells, in evaluations of soil moisture and

yield responses in agro-climatic investigations. Of the four RPs investigated, MESAN (avail-

able until 2013) best depicted dry and wet days and spells at our study sites. MESAN was devel-

oped over a more limited area (northern Europe) than the other RPs (European or global

scale), which could explain its better representation of agro-climatic parameters at the Swedish

field site. It is however important for the authors to highlight that this study was not aiming to

point out which RP is better. The aim was to show the divergence that can results in using one

RP or another. The goodness of RP is somehow depending upon the location considered. This

comparison of RPs was conducted in a region with a dense observation data network, on

which the RPs are based. Divergence between available RPs may be even stronger in poorly

monitored regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa. The issue of accurate representation of dry

and wet spells may also arise in results generated by climate models, which are widely used to

project food production over the next century.
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